
Our glass isn’t designed for your building.  
It’s designed for your people.



SageGlass® dynamic glazing changes the spaces we work, play and live in

Regain control of natural light with SageGlass! Electronically tintable glass for 

windows" skylights and curtain walls enables building owners and operators to 

keep occupants happy and comfortable and support sustainability — all while 

lowering energy costs! This isn#t smart glass$ it#s brilliant!



There!s"a"reason"you"put"glass"in"your"building#

And!it!isn"t!to!showcase!your!beautiful!blinds#

Studies!show!that!access!to!a!view!and!daylight!results!in!

employees!who!are!more!productive$!students!with!higher!

scholastic!achievement!and!patients!who!recover!more!quickly#!

But!too!much!of!a!good!thing!(sunlight)!has!its!drawbacks%!

glare!and!excessive!heat#!Traditional!solar!control!methods$!

such!as!shades!and!blinds$!block!the!view$!are!costly!to!install!

and!maintain$!and!are!not!very!sustainable#

Enter!SageGlass#!It!allows!sunlight!in$!but!can!be!tinted!when!

needed$!blocking!the!glare$!and!drastically!reducing!heat!gain#!

Operating!and!first!costs!are!lower!because!the!glass!is!so!

energy!e&cient!you!can!install!smaller!HVAC!systems#!With!

SageGlass!your!building!can!be!a!model!of!sustainability#!But!

best!of!all$!you!can!preserve!the!view!and!connection!to!the!

outdoors!for!the!building!occupants—which!is!why!we!put!

glass!in!buildings!in!the!first!place#

Clear!innovation

The!SageGlass!coatings!are!on!the!

inside!(air!gap!facing)!surface!of!the!

outboard!laminated!lite!where$!when!

tinted$!they!absorb!and!reradiate!the!

sun"s!energy$!preventing!it!from!

transmitting!through!the!inner!lite#!

62% light 
transmission

38% solar heat 
transmission

Sealed 
air space

0.47 solar heat 
gain coe!cient
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Reduce Operating Costs

Static glass drives up energy costs! As the largest 

source of unwanted heat exchange in your building" it 

makes your HVAC work harder than it should! 

SageGlass changes the equation! It allows you to tint 

glass on demand — and signi#cantly decrease energy 

consumption!

Optimize solar heat gain or loss depending on the season! 

weather and available light

Reduce cooling loads up to "#$! peak power demand up 

to %#$! lighting costs up to &#$

Lower HVAC equipment requirements up to "'$! 

minimizing capital costs

Cycle HVAC systems less often! minimizing maintenance 

and replacement costs

Maximize Comfort and Productivity

People need windows! Flooding interior spaces with 

natural light" windows o$er clear views that connect 

occupants with their natural surroundings" improv-

ing their productivity" performance and overall 

well-being! SageGlass lets you maintain this connec-

tion all day long" whatever the weather!

Maintain clear exterior views — the primary purpose of 

any window

Eliminate the need for motorized shades! blinds! louvers 

and other obstructions

Manage both heat and light — the two biggest sources of 

discomfort

Prevent glare and increase daylighting for more pleasant 

interiors
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Lower the Total Cost of Ownership
When you compare SageGlass with other options" 

make sure to include all the costs! Overall" 

SageGlass offers a simpler" more versatile and 

remarkably cost-effective solution for energy 

efficiency" eliminating the need for traditional 

methods of controlling sunlight and solar heat!

Remove the cost of installing! operating and maintaining 

shades! blinds! louvers or awnings

Downsize the capacity of HVAC systems

Reduce peak demand charges

Minimize hidden costs of static glass! such as increased 

lighting and cooling

Conserve energy to realize signi(cant long-term cost 

savings

Create Beautiful! Sustainable Environments 
&''(® certi#cation improves rental rates" indoor 

environmental quality and property values! SageGlass 

not only makes it easier to achieve &''( certi#cation 

— it enables you to create a recognizably sustainable 

building without compromising design aesthetics!

Optimize energy performance and improve e)ciency 

(*++, Energy and Atmosphere)

Improve thermal comfort and increase daylight (*++, 

Indoor Environmental Quality)

Reduce light trespass (*++, Sustainable Sites)

Preserve views and sightlines! enhancing the value and 

prestige of your building

Di!erentiate properties and attract high-value tenants

Protect carpet! wall coverings! artwork and furnishings 

from fading! resulting in less frequent replacement
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Traditional solar control in 

an o&ce vs. an o&ce with 

SageGlass. Not only do 

you maintain the view with 

SageGlass, you also have a 

similar, if not better, value 

equation when you compare 

up front costs and ongoing 

energy and maintenance 

expenses of shades, blinds, 

exterior louvers and other 

conventional solar controls. 



Flexible!"interactive"control" 
of"light"and"heat

You can adjust SageGlass manually or automatically 

to manage daylight and solar heat without obstruct-

ing exterior views! 

Hour to Hour 
"#$%&%'( SageGlass tints automatically" precisely 

balancing natural light and shade

)*+,$%##%( SageGlass reacts to changing light  

levels" tinting or clearing zones as needed

,-,%&%'( SageGlass tints to prevent exterior  

light pollution 

 

Day to Day 
./#012 1)23( SageGlass clears to allow maximum 

natural light

30%%2 1)23( SageGlass tints to allow adequate 

cooling and shade 

Season to Season 
30"",$( SageGlass rejects excess solar heat and 

prevents glare" reducing demand for cooling

4&%+,$( SageGlass maximizes solar heat and light" 

reducing demand for heating and lighting while zoning 

for glare control

All Year Long 
,10.)+&#%( SageGlass adds natural light" aiding 

student performance

'#-,$%",%+( SageGlass provides critical support for 

%&&'® certi(cation 

.#"",$.&)/( SageGlass creates pleasant interiors 

for employees" visitors" customers and clients

5,)/+5.)$,( SageGlass brings the natural world 

indoors to improve patient outcomes

commercialsales@sageglass#com 
www#sageglass#com

SAGE"Electrochromics!"Inc# 
$"Sage"Way 
Faribault!"MN"%%&'$"USA
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20% post consumer waste recycled fiber

SAGE Electrochromics is the world’s leading manufacturer of dynamic architectural glass. 
The company was founded in 1989 and is headquartered near Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn., in 
the heart of the “Silicon Valley of the window industry.” SAGE is strategically partnered with 
the Saint-Gobain company of Paris, France, the global leader in glass and building products.


